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Abstract: In this paper, we study in details some Raman-induced impair-
ments that arise in Next-Generation Passive Optical Networks (NG-PON2)
in a full coexistence scenario between GPON and TWDM-PON. The main
new contribution of this paper is to take into account the polarization
launches of the different signals at the transmitter, in order to find the
best polarization arrangement. We found that launching the TWDM-PON
wavelengths on alternately orthogonal polarization minimizes the Raman
depletion effect on GPON over all possible PMD values, thus resulting in
the optimal polarization launching condition, while any other polarization
launch has a higher out of service probability for realistic PMD values.
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1. Introduction

In this paper we investigate on a problem that recently arose during the definition of the new
standard for Next-Generation Passive Optical Networks (NG-PON2, see ITU-T 989 Recom-
mendation [1]), related to the fact that in a full coexistence scenario the NTWDM wavelengths
for the new Time and Wavelength Division Multiplexed PON (TWDM-PON) channels may de-
plete the lower wavelength GPON channel due to nonlinear Raman effects along the PON fiber.
As demonstrated in recent experiments [2], this situation is potentially critical in NG-PON2 for
two joined reasons: (i) the new TWDM-PON channels are specified to have very high power for
the downstream (DS) launch, with values above 9 dBm per wavelength, so that the aggregated
power of the NTWDM wavelengths is sufficiently high to create a significant Raman nonlinearity
and (ii) the system margin specified for the “legacy” GPON is very low, and thus even a fraction
of dB depletion on GPON due to this effect can in some situations make the GPON channel go
out of service. A similar situation holds for the TWDM-PON interactions with XG-PON and
RF-Video but they are not treated in this paper for space limitations. The only relevant differ-
ence for these interactions is related to the efficiency of the Raman effect that will be lower than
the GPON and TWDM-PON case, whereas the methodology used here remains still valid also
in the other situations.

This paper extends the results we preliminary presented in [3] by giving a much more com-
plete analysis on the outage probability evaluation and on the best possible polarization launch
solutions at the transmitter. In particular, in our previous paper [3] we assumed the input state
of polarization (SOP) of each channel to be uniformly distributed over the Poincaré sphere.
Such hypothesis allowed a closed analytical formulation of the statistics of the Stimulated Ra-
man Scattering (SRS) depletion on GPON, but did not allow to look for the best polarization
launching condition. The goal of this paper is thus the extension of the previous analysis to sce-
narios in which the input SOP are known and deterministic. This target is of practical interest in
order to define an optimal launching scheme able to minimize SRS depletion. In particular, we
believe it is very important to give a theoretical support to some of the empirical guidelines that
ITU-T Recommendation 989.2 has given for this physical layer impairment in an Appendix
[1]. Moreover, the paper also give some new empirical formulas for the maximum acceptable
power on the TWDM-PON channels.

Unfortunately the intricate stochastic nature of the problem prevents a complete characteriza-
tion of the probability density function of the SRS depletion depending on input Stokes vectors.
To overcome such limitation we implemented a Monte-Carlo simulation software able to em-
ulate the evolution of the SOP of the wavelengths of interests along the fiber, and compute the
Raman depletion on the wavelength of interest.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we present the system scenario, and we give
the mathematical tools to analyze the problem. Then, in Sec. 3 we give the definition of out-
age probability for the GPON channel as a function of the transmitted power per TWDM-PON
channel PTWDM , and we present the obtained numerical results, discussing on the best polariza-
tion launches. Then Sec. 4 proposes some heuristic fitting functions to estimate the maximum
allowed power PTWDM to keep the out of service probability on GPON under reasonable level,
then we give in the final Sec. 5 some practical design rules and system discussions.

2. System scenario

We consider a realistic NG-PON2 system scenario characterized by a GPON signal at 1490 nm
coexisting with NTWDM TWDM-PON wavelengths placed in the L-Band around 1600 nm. For
the Raman effect analysis that is the focus of this paper, we may assume that what counts is the
average power on each of these wavelengths, which thus for the Raman study can be assumed
to be continuous wave (CW), thanks to the strong walk-off effect generated by chromatic dis-
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persion on SMF fibers (which are the only types of fiber used in PON [1]) that averages out
the instantaneous power variation due to the digital On-Off Keying (OOK) modulation that is
present on each wavelength. The GPON channel and each TWDM-PON channel average input
power are indicated as PGPON and PTWDM , respectively. As extensively shown in Raman am-
plifier literature [5, 6], polarization mode dispersion (PMD) randomly rotates the SOP of the
involved wavelengths, generating stochastic Raman gain and pump depletion variations. In the
considered NG-PON2 scenario, it turns out that depletion on GPON is the most relevant effect,
as it corresponds to random depletion on the (relatively weak) GPON wavelength caused by
nonlinear power transfer to (much stronger) TWDM-PON channels. It can be shown [3, 6] that
the Raman depletion in dB units is given by:

AdB
GPON = 10log10(e)Cr (∆ω)PTWDMLe f f

NTWDM

∑
i

[1+ηi(L)] [dB] (1)

where L is the PON SMF fiber length and

ηi(L) =
1

Le f f

∫ L

0
[ŝGPON(z) · ŝTWDMi(z)]exp(−αz)dz, (2)

Le f f = [1− exp(−αL)]/α is the fiber effective length, α [1/km] is the fiber loss coefficient,
Cr (∆ω) [1/mW/km] represents the polarization-average Raman efficiency at ∆ω , i.e. the spec-
tral distance between GPON and TWDM-PON wavelengths. Cr (∆ω) is assumed to be constant
for all TWDM-PON channels. Finally ŝGPON(z) · ŝTWDM(z) is the scalar product of the Stokes
vectors of GPON and TWDM-PON signals, respectively. From Eq. (1) we observe that AdB

GPON
is a random variable whose random nature depends only on ηi(L) and whose values span from
0 dB (in the unlikely event that ŝGPON(z) and ŝTWDMi(z) are orthogonal along the full fiber
length) to AdB

max = 20log10(e)Cr (∆ω)PTWDMLe f f NTWDM dB (in the again unlikely event that
ŝGPON(z) and ŝTWDMi(z) are perfectly aligned along the full fiber length). The random nature of
the problem, due to the structure of the ηi(L) formula, thus depends on the polarization launch-
ing conditions ŝGPON(0) and ŝTWDMi(0) and on their random evolution along the fiber due to
PMD. In our previous paper [3] we assumed that the input SOP of both GPON and TWDM-
PON were uniformly distributed over the Poincarè sphere, obtaining a sort of “averaging” of the
problem over all possible input polarizations. Under these condition, we showed in [3] that the
probability density function (PDF) of η(L) is Gaussian with known average value and variance.
These hypotheses are anyway not realistic in an NG-PON2 transmitter, where no polarization
scrambling devices are (for the moment) assumed by the ITU-T standard. We thus extend in
this paper our previous work to generic but deterministic input states of polarization. This ap-
parently minor detail is actually very relevant, since it will allow in the following Sections to
discuss on the best polarization launch conditions.

Unfortunately, for deterministic input SOP an analytical formulation of the problem is not
available, since also the original papers we used in our analysis [5, 6] make uses of some input
“averaging” assumptions. Consequently, we resorted in this paper to very detailed Monte Carlo
analyses of PMD effects to derive the PDF of the SRS-induced depletion f(AdB

GPON), that then
enables to evaluate the possible SRS-induced outage probability. The fiber emulator we used
is based on the well-known coarse step method [7, 8], also indicated as the waveplate model,
which approximates the continuous birefringence variations of a realistic fiber by the concate-
nation of fixed length birefringent plates, each of them characterized by a random orientation
of its principal states of polarization (PSP) and a given differential group delay (DGD) that is
determined by:

∆τp =

√
3π
8

δPMD
√

Lp (3)
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where Lp is the length of each section. Lp is chosen to be larger-equal than the correlation
length of the fiber birefringence, that is typically of the order of few hundreds of meters. We run
extremely lengthy numerical simulations over the equivalent of 1.5×107 random realization of
the PON fiber to reasonably span also the tails of the resulting random distribution.

3. Outage probability: definition and results

As we already introduced in [3], we believe that a very important system parameter to be
analyzed in the scenario of this paper is the outage (or out-of-service) probability on the GPON
channel, defined as the probability that the SRS-induced depletion AdB

GPON is larger than a given
threshold µdB

SRS. Hence, the outage probability of the GPON channel due to the SRS is defined
as POOS = P

{
AdB

GPON > µdB
SRS

}
. The standard for GPON (Recommendation ITU-T G.984.2 [9])

defines in its clause 8.2.8.3 a parameter called “Maximum optical path penalty” and specifies
it to be equal to 1 dB. To fix a reasonable value, we have thus tentatively set µdB

SRS=1 dB to the
SRS-induced GPON extra loss.

In order to normalize the problem to the transmitted power, we observe in Eq. (1) that AdB
GPON

scales linearly with PTWDM expressed in mW, so that we can write AdB
GPON = A0dBm

GPON ·PTWDM ,
where A0dBm

GPON is the SRS-induced depletion calculated for PTWDM = 1 mW. Consequently, the
outage probability can be expressed as:

POOS = P
{

AdB
GPON > µdB

SRS

}
= P

{
A0dBm

GPON >
µdB

SRS

PmW
TWDM

}
(4)

allowing computing only A0dBm
GPON using the PMD emulator independently of PTWDM , then easily

scaling it with PTWDM .
We focus our study on the following three input SOP configurations that are qualitatively

described in Fig. 1:

1. Co-polarized configuration: the GPON channel and all the TWDM-PON channels are
parallel in polarization

2. Orthogonal configuration: the set of TWDM-PON channels are still co-polarized, but the
GPON channel is orthogonal to this polarization;

3. DoP0 configuration: the GPON channel is orthogonal in polarization with respect to all
odd TWDM-PON channels, and parallel in polarization with respect to even ones, i.e.,
the TWDM channels are alternately set over two orthogonal SOP. Such configuration is
proposed in a specific G.989.2 Appendix [4] and, since it generates a zero composite
degree of polarization (DoP) on the TWDM-PON set, is indicated in the standard as
the “DoP0 configuration”. Such configuration can be further generalized, removing any
constraints on the mutual polarization alignment between the TWDM-PON channels and
the GPON one.

We assumed µdB
SRS = 1 dB and evaluated POOS for link lengths L ∈ {5,10,20,30,40} km, for

eight PMD values δPMD ∈ [0.001,0.1] ps/
√

km and for 4 or 8 TWDM-PON channels spaced
100 GHz around 1600 nm.

As a first output of our Monte-Carlo study, we obtained the resulting AdB
GPON PDF for different

values of PMD coefficient δPMD and input SOP configurations as shown in Fig. 2, and we
discuss the results in the following subsections as a function of increasing values of PMD and
power PTWDM .
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(a) Co-polarized configuration (b) Orthogonal configuration (c) DoP0 configuration

Fig. 1. Qualitative description of the three input SOP configurations we analyzed.
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Fig. 2. Simulative AdB
GPON PDF - NTWDM = 4, L = 20 km, PTWDM = 10 dBm. The DoP0

configuration is omitted, since for that configuration the PDF is a Dirac Delta centered in〈
AdB

GPON
〉
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3.1. Co-polarized input SOP

For co-polarized input SOP (Fig. 2(a)) and extremely low PMD (δPMD ≤ 0.001 ps/
√

km), the
f (AdB

GPON) PDF of the GPON depletion tends to be deterministic and close to the aforemen-
tioned maximum value AdB

max dB, since for very low PMD the co-polarization condition tends
to be preserved along the full fiber length. Therefore, in this case the outage probability is very
steep and abruptly jumps from 0 to 1 as a function of PTWDM for:

PTWDM ≥
1

20log10(e)CrLe f f NTWDM
. [mW] (5)

As PMD increases to more realistic values δPMD > 0.001 ps/
√

km, the f (AdB
GPON) PDF

spreads and its average value decreases, since SOPs are more and more scrambled along the
fiber length due to PMD. For sufficiently high PMD values, the GPON depletion tends to the
average value calculated for random input SOP, that as shown in our previous paper [3] is given
by
〈
AdB

GPON

〉
= 1/2 AdB

max .
Finally, for very large PMD, the PDF of AdB

GPON tends to become again deterministic, since
the averaging of the SOP due to PMD is so high that the PDF is concentrated around its mean〈
AdB

GPON

〉
, and the outage probability tends again to a 0/1 step function with a transition in:

PTWDM ≥ Plim
TWDM =

1
10log10(e)CrLe f f NTWDM

. [mW] (6)

which is 3 dB smaller than for the very low PMD case shown in Eq. 5.
Summing up, for co-polarized input SOPs, we expect a performance improvement in terms

of POOS vs. PTWDM as δPMD increases, since given a target POOS value, the maximum tolerable
PTWDM increases with δPMD.

3.2. Orthogonal input SOP

For orthogonal input SOP (Fig. 2(b)) and very low PMD, the PDF of the GPON depletion
is concentrated around zero. This behavior is due to the fact that very low PMD practically
maintains SOPs during propagation, and allows η(L) in Eq. (2) to be considered as constant
around zero and, consequently, POOS vs. PTWDM is null for all reasonable value of PTWDM , since
the SRS effect is almost completely suppressed.

As PMD increases, performance in terms of POOS gets worse, since the GPON depletion
PDF rapidly moves towards

〈
AdB

GPON

〉
. For sufficiently large PMD values, the GPON depletion

follows the same behavior of the co-polarized case, as the propagation polarization scrambling
allows considering the SRS induced depletion completely independent of the input SOPs.

3.3. DoP0 input SOP

The simulative PDF of the DoP0 configuration is omitted in Fig. 2. In fact we found that for
such configuration, the PDF of the GPON depletion is a Dirac delta centered around

〈
AdB

GPON

〉

for all practical PMD values, since the DoP of the TWDM-PON signals is set to zero at the
transmitter, and this condition is maintained along the full fiber length. In fact, we observed
that over the typical PON fiber lengths (i.e. up to 40 Km) and for all realistic PMD values, the
NTWDM channels mantain their relative state of polarization, since they are relatively closely
spaced on a 100 GHz grid. In particular, the polarization decorrelation length [5] over some
hundreds of GHz is of the order of hundreds of km, which is much larger than the fiber lengths
in PON scenarios. In this condition, the GPON channel “sees” a completely depolarized set
of TWDM channels along all the fiber lengths and, consequently, the SRS-induced depletion
becomes almost deterministic, again around its average value, independently on the random
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SOP of the GPON channel. The resulting POOS vs. PTWDM function has thus again a threshold
behavior, independent on the PMD value, so that POOS = 0 for all power levels smaller or equal
than

Plim
TWDM =

1
10log10(e)Cr,polLe f f NTWDM

[mW] (7)

while for PTWDM ≥ Plim
TWDM , POOS = 1.

3.4. Further comments on the consequences of different SOP launch

Some previous works on Raman and polarization effects made use of Gaussian assumptions
on parameters such as AdB

GPON . Observing Fig. 2 for the co-polarized and orthogonal cases, it
appears anyway that the AdB

GPON PDF differs from a Gaussian shape for relatively low PMD
values. Considering for example Fig. 2(a), it is evident how the PDF is skew for δPMD < 0.02
ps/
√

km. Moreover, the resulting PDF strongly depends on the original SOP configurations.
Such relatively low PMD regimes are anyway of practical interest as modern fibers installed
for access networks may have PMD coefficients below 0.04 ps/

√
km. This is thus the range of

PMD values for which the results of this paper are completely new compared to the previously
existing literature.

On the contrary, for medium-high PMD values, the PDF of AdB
GPON can be reasonably ap-

proximated as Gaussian, since the polarization scrambling between GPON and TWDM-PON
channels due to PMD is very large. Moreover, the PDF becomes almost independent of the
original SOP configurations.
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δPMD = 0.08

δPMD = 0.1

Fig. 3. POOS vs. PTWDM for different values of δPMD for L = 20 km, for NTWDM = 4 and
NTWDM = 8 and co-polarized configuration.

3.5. Out of service probability

We now start considering the outage probability in more details. We start showing Fig. 3 - 5,
which depict the outage probability as a function of PTWDM for the three considered launch con-
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Fig. 4. POOS vs. PTWDM for different values of δPMD for L = 20 km, for NTWDM = 4 and
NTWDM = 8 and orthogonal configuration.
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Fig. 5. POOS vs. PTWDM for different values of δPMD for L = 20 km, for NTWDM = 4 and
NTWDM = 8 and DOP0 configuration.
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figurations, link length L = 20 km and different PMD values. Both NTWDM = 4 and NTWDM = 8
cases are shown in the same plot for each of configuration.

These curves shows numerically the trends that we anticipated in the previous section based
on simple inspection of the simulative PDF curves but now some further comments can be
made. We will explain the resulting trends for increasing PMD values.

• For co-polarized input SOP (Fig. 3), performance monotonically improves with δPMD.

• For orthogonal input SOP (Fig. 4) the results in terms of PMD are more difficult to be
interpreted. In particular, when δPMD is almost zero (<0.001 ps/

√
km in our case) POOS

is zero for all PTWDM of interest, since the launch polarization orthogonality condition is
preserved along the fiber length. As δPMD increases, performances rapidly worsen, since
the PDF of AdB

GPON starts showing an increasing average value and a significant skew
and variance. In particular, increasing δPMD and due to the resulting PDF asymmetry,
larger depletion values are more likely, inducing higher POOS for a given PTWDM . As
δPMD further increases, the AdB

GPON PDF becomes symmetrical again, and its variance
decreases, improving performances.

• Adopting the DOP0 launching scheme (Fig. 5) the outage probability has a stepwise
behavior for all PMD values of interest, as can be readily derived by considering its PDF
curves.

• In all cases, when comparing NTWDM = 4 and NTWDM = 8 performances in terms of POOS
versus PTWDM are worse for the latter case since GPON depletion is basically doubled.
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Fig. 6. POOS vs. PTWDM for different values of δPMD for L = 20 km, for NTWDM = 4 for all
three different input SOP configurations.

In order to get a better insight on the consequences of different polarization launch condi-
tions, we report in Fig. 6 the different results for 20 km link, NTWDM = 4, and focusing only
on some realistic PMD values. It is evident from the direct comparison of the different curves
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Fig. 7. Maximum admissible PTWDM vs. δPMD for a target POOS = 10−5 for NTWDM = 4
and four different input SOP configurations, as a function of L

how the launching conditions can be very relevant on these out-of-service curves, at least for
relatively low, but still realistic, PMD value. To summarize these issues, we plotted in the fol-
lowing Fig. 7 the maximum admissible power per TWDM-PON channel, called Pmax

TWDM , able
to guarantee an outage probability smaller than 10−5 as a function of the link length, for four
different polarization launching schemes, NTWDM = 4 and two different values of PMD. In this
Fig. 7, the launching configuration with no polarization control is also shown for comparison.
We labeled such launching scheme, described by the theory presented in [3], as “random”.
The curves presented in Fig. 7 show some peculiar features and are likely the most important
outcome of this paper, allowing deriving the following comments.

• For all the considered configurations, the maximum admissible power Pmax
TWDM decreases

as L increases

• The DoP0 configuration (blue curves) always has the best performances for all the con-
sidered values of δPMD and for all possible link lengths. Moreover, and very interesting
from a practical point of view, the performance of such configuration is independent on
the PMD value (which in a real installation are not precisely known). Additionally, such
independence suggests that the same performances will be obtained independently on the
input SOP of the GPON channel, provided that the TWDM-PON set has zero composite
degree of polarization at the input. Thanks to such property, polarization control should
be enforced only at the TWDM-PON transmitter, without considering the SOP of GPON,
greatly reducing the complexity of polarization control.

• In the DoP0 case, the maximum admissible power can be up to 3 dB larger than the co-
polarized case, in particular for low PMD values. A gain for the DoP0 configuration in
terms of Pmax

TWDM is always present even with respect to all other conditions and PMD,
even though it is smaller than 3 dB.
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• The co-polarized configuration has the worst performance under all circumstances,
whereas the orthogonal and the random ones stay in between the best and worst cases.

• As the link length and the PMD coefficient increase, the advantage of the DoP0 configura-
tion over the other configurations decreases because the initial SOPs of the TWDM-PON
and GPON channels become irrelevant due to the large polarization scrambling induced
by PMD. However, for instance, for a link length of 40 km and δPMD = 0.04 ps/

√
km the

advantage of the DoP0 configuration with respect to the random case is still around 1 dB.

4. Fitting

In this section we present some heuristic numerical fitting on Pmax
TWDM , which we believe is the

main system parameter that is interesting to know in the scenario presented in this paper. We de-
rive our results for both the DoP0 and the random configurations. Besides being able to deliver
the best performance in terms of admissible maximum power for the TWDM-PON channels,
such two configuration are also the most convenient in terms of backward compatibility with
respect to the GPON standard since no polarization control is needed for that channel.

In short, the target of this section is giving a heuristic formula that fits the results presented in
Fig. 7. For the DoP0 configuration, perfect agreement between the simulative results and Eq. (6)
has been found so we can conclude that independently on PMD and target outage probability
we have:

Pmax,DoP0
TWDM = Plim

TWDM =
1

10log10(e)CrLe f f NTWDM
[mW] (8)

For the random configuration, we looked for a fitting formula that introduces a penalty factor
K ∈ [0,1] on the previous Eq. (8) thus modifying eq. (8) into the following:

Pmax,rand
TWDM =

K
10log10(e)CrLe f f NTWDM

[mW] (9)

that in logarithmic units can be further simplified to:

Pmax,rand
TWDM = Pmax

TWDM +KdB [dBm] (10)

In order to compute this penalty KdB, a fitting algorithm based on the experimental data was
used, obtaining the results of Fig. 8, which shows the original data and the fitted curves for four
different values of PMD.

We saw that the fitting coefficient KdB depends only on PMD, and thus we numerically
evaluated its value as listed in Table 1, while we saw that it is constant for different loss coef-
ficient αdB. In order to verify this assumption, the KdB calculations were repeated considering
αdB = 0.25 and αdB = 0.3 dB/km. No meaningful variation in the penalty coefficient KdB was
found, meaning that all the variations in Pmax

TWDM caused by variations of the fiber loss coefficient
are already accounted for by the variation of the effective length Le f f in Eq. (8).

Table 1. Fit coefficient KdB for the random case. This paramter can also be interpreted as
the penalty in terms of Pmax

TWDM between the random and the DoP0 cases.

δPMD [ps/
√

km] KdB [dB]
0.01 -2.8
0.02 -2.1
0.04 -1.2
0.1 -0.5
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Fig. 8. Maximum admissible PTWDM vs. δPMD for a target POOS = 10−5 for NTWDM = 4
and random input SOP configurations, as a function of L. Fitting curves also present.

The KdB coefficient, being a penalty compared to the DoP0 case, decreases as the PMD in-
creases due to the fact that the performance monotonically improves with PMD whenever the
launch is either random or co-polarized [3]. Thanks to Tab.1, it is possible to quickly evalu-
ate the advantage in terms of maximum transmittable power per TWDM-PON channel that is
obtained by simply applying a fixed polarization configuration to the TWDM-PON channels.
In this way, system designers can readily consider, depending on the link type, whether it is
convenient or not, from a system perspective, to use polarization controllers for TWDM-PON
channels.

5. Practical Design Rules and Conclusion

In this paper, a comparison between three possible input polarization configurations was per-
formed, proving that when TWDM-PON channels are transmitted in the DoP0 configuration,
the allowed power per TWDM-PON channel is maximized for any given outage probability tar-
get. Improvements of up to 2 dB for this DOP0 configuration with respect to all other practical
configuration has been demonstrated for link with low PMD values (<0.02 ps/

√
km). It should

be said that for extremely (and unrealistically) low PMD links, orthogonal GPON/TWDM-PON
polarization launching is in principle able to guarantee zero GPON SRS-induced depletion, but
this potential advantage is quickly lost for realistic PMD values, and thus it has no practical
interest.

For what concerns OLT TWDM-PON transmitters our paper thus shows that it may be in-
teresting to implement a DoP0 polarization launch on the TWDM channels, which basically
requires launching half of the TWDM channels on a given polarization, and the other half
on the orthogonal one, without considering the SOP of the existing GPON channel. The OLT
complexity to implement DoP0 clearly grows compared to the much more straightforward “ran-
dom” launch of the NTWDM channels, but we believe that such increase is actually worth con-
sidering in full co-existence scenario between TWDM-PON and all previous PON standards. A
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DoP0 implementation may in particularly be relatively easily implemented in future TWDM-
PON OLT using some integrated optoelectronic platforms. For instance, if all the TWDM-PON
transmitters are integrated on a Silicon Photonics chip they will all have the same polarization
inside the chip waveguides (that are intrinsically single-polarization) but then can be coupled
on two orthogonal polarization modes in the output SMF fiber using 2D-grating structures.

Apart from the polarization related results, our paper also gives some very practical fitting
functions to study the maximum amount of power that can be transmitted on the TWDM-PON
channels as a function of several system parameters.
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